NucleusDefs.mesa

-- NucleusDefs.Mesa  Edited by Sandman on March 31, 1978  8:08 AM

DIRECTORY
AltoDefs: FROM "altodefs",
SegmentDefs: FROM "segmentdefs",
WartDefs: FROM "wartdefs";

NucleusDefs: DEFINITIONS =
BEGIN
Swapper: PROGRAM [ffvmp, lvfmp: AltoDefs.PageNumber];
Signaller: PROGRAM;
Resident: PROGRAM;
DiskIO: PROGRAM;
NonResident: PROGRAM;
Miscellaneous: PROGRAM;
Process: PROGRAM;
Segments: PROGRAM;
Files: PROGRAM;
LoadState: PROGRAM [state, initstate, bcdseg: SegmentDefs.FileSegmentHandle];
Wart: PROGRAM [h: POINTER TO WartDefs.BootScriptHeader] RETURNS [PROGRAM];
DebugNub: PROGRAM [user: PROGRAM];
DiskKD: PROGRAM;
Directory: PROGRAM;
END.